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Can Vytex NRL Improve
Your Product's
Performance?

Test Vytex NRL for
yourself.
Evaluation samples are
available for all Vytex
NRL grades.
Contact Centrotrade for
more information.

Vytex™ NRL

We are excited about our significant progress in
advancing VytexTM Natural Rubber Latex worldwide
and want to share our latest news. Read all about it
in our first edition of VytexTM Vision.
We're spreading the message that Vytex NRL, with
its revolutionary patented "science," has almost
undetectable levels of proteins that can cause latex
sensitivities. This miraculous material opens the
door for a new era of safer products -- the best of
latex without the problems. Moreover, Vytex NRL is
eco-friendly, odor-free and can be used in more
than 40,000 products.
Over the past 12 months we've introduced Vytex
NRL at international tradeshows including MEDICA
in Dusseldorf, Germany and started trials with 45
manufacturers worldwide who are evaluating Vytex
NRL's use in products including exam gloves,
surgical gloves, adhesives, condoms, foams, elastic
threads and more.
We look forward to keeping you informed and invite
your feedback.
Sincerely,
Bill Doyle, President & CEO, Vystar Corp.

Centrotrade Distributes Vytex NRL
Worldwide
Vystar has signed an exclusive distribution agreement
with Centrotrade to provide full-service distribution,
sales and technical support throughout North America
and Europe. Manufacturers throughout the U.S.,
Canada and Europe will benefit from Centrotrade's
comprehensive product offering, broad market
knowledge and exceptional customer service.
Centrotrade Rubber USA and Centrotrade
Deutschland are market leaders in the sales and
distribution of latex and rubber products.
For samples, pricing or further information contact:
North America, Tom Marsh, +1 757-518-2300 or
Europe, Chris Passinger, +49 (0)6196/77508-22 or
visit www.centrotrade.net.

Vytex NRL Adds New Grades
Two new grades of Vytex NRL are now available:
Vytex low ammonia, or Vytex LA, with virtually no
odor and Vytex prevulcanized medium modulus, or
Vytex MM, a ready-to-use solution to speed-up time
to market.

The eco-friendly, safe
alternative to petroleum
based synthetics with
40,000 uses

Vytex LA is ideal for foam applications where odor
can be an issue. Medium modulus, high ammonia
Vytex MM is well suited for surgical, exam and
household gloves, catheters and balloons. Samples
are available. Please contact Centrotrade for further
information. Other prevulcanized grades are
available upon request.

Vytex NRL Passes the Test With Flying
Colors

Want to Know More
About Vytex NRL
Technology?

Click here
to request our Technical
Bulletin.

A major surgical dressing and bandage manufacturer
in recent biocompatibility testing concluded that
cohesive bandages produced with Vytex NRL do not
induce skin irritation and cause no sensitization
dermal reactions.
Protein testing conducted by the manufacturer also
verified the low protein status of Vytex NRL in
finished products while retaining the positive benefits
of natural rubber latex.

Vystar Proposes New ASTM Standard
Vystar recently presented to the American Society for
Testing and Materials' Natural Rubber Subcommittee
(ASTM D11.22) and is working with the committee to
establish a new category of ultralow Hevea protein
natural rubber latex that describes the attributes of
Vytex NRL under ASTM guidelines.

We Want to Hear From You...
What questions do you have? What would you like to
know about using or producing a product made with
Vytex NRL? Visit our Web site at www.vytex.com and
drop us a line at info@vytex.com. We'll include a
Q&A Forum in our next issue.

